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________________________________________________________________________________
Thin-Section Catalog No./ Known provenience  Likely age of the sherd
No.  SNOMNH* and Feature
________________________________________________________________________________
Craig Mound, Spiro site (34Lf40)
1  860  Unknown    -
2  135  Unknown    -
3  36  Burial #034   Sub-mound feature, Spiro I/II   
        (Brown 1966:73, 1996:75,77)
5  856  Unknown    -
10  130  Burial #140   Spiro IV (Brown 1966:202-  
        203, 1996:Figure 1-47)
11  856  Unknown    -
12  116  back dirt in mound   -
13  856  Unknown    -
14  251  Burial #099   Spiro III (Brown 1966:156-  
        159; 1996:Figure 1-47)
15  856  Unknown    -
16  125  back dirt in mound   -
18  166  Burial #187   Spiro III, crematory basin
        (Brown 1966:255-256,    
        1996:75, 77, 751)
19  116  back dirt in mound   -
20  856  Unknown    -
21  43  Burial #145   Spiro IVB (Brown 1966:205-  
        207, 1996:Table 2-154)
22  856  Unknown    -
23  109  Unknown    -
24  150  Burial #094   Spiro IV (Brown 1966:151-  
        153, 1996:749)
25  790  Unknown    -
26  86  Unknown    -
27  66  Unknown    -
Geren (34Lf36)
28  102  House #2   Spiro phase (Rohrbaugh1985; 
         Peterson et al.1993:Table 1)
Moore #3/Ainsworth (34Lf31)
29  118  Test Pit #3   Spiro and Fort Coffee phases   
        (Peterson et al. 1993:Table 1;   
        Rohrbaugh 2012)
________________________________________________________________________________
*catalog number preceded by the trinomial, i.e., 34Lf40/0036
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Percentage of voids that might be missing inclusions
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Also present:
Percentage of voids that might be missing inclusions:








Percentage of voids that are possibly missing inclusions:
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